# Career Center Calendar: April 2022

## Monday
- **8a-12p:** Government Phones  
- **9a:** Financial Empowerment  
- **9a-12p:** GED Tutoring  
- **10am:** Navigating Job Search  
- **2p:** Orientation  
- **4p:** Recovery Meeting

## Tuesday
- **10a-12p:** Motherhood Together  
- **2p-4p:** Practice Job Interviews  
- **2p:** SMART Recovery  
- **3p:** Job Readiness Skills  
- **5:30p:** Orientation

## Wednesday
- **9a:** Orientation  
- **9a-12p:** GED Tutoring  
- **10a-12p:** Government Phones  
- **10a:** UALR TRIO Outreach  
- **12p:** Virtual Parenting Support  
- **1p:** Express and Empower  
- **2p:** Digital Literacy  
- **3p:** Conflict in the Workplace  
- **5:30p:** Orientation

## Thursday
- **10a-12p:** Government Phones  
- **10a-2p:** ARcare Health Clinic  
- **10:30a:** Mental Health Support  
- **1p:** Surviving, Striving, Thriving  
- **2p:** Goal Setting & Motivation

## Friday
- **9a:** Orientation  
- Career Center closes at 12:00pm on Fridays

---

**Attending Orientation is required to enroll in the Career Center.**

Call 501-291-0584 to schedule an appointment in the Career Center. Visit ourhouseshelter.org/hotline to get over-the-phone help.
CAREER CENTER PROGRAM
Rachael Borné, Director of Career Services —rachael@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 218
Laura Butler, Remote Services Coordinator—laura.butler@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 132
Michael Coley, Job Training Coordinator—michael.coley@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 182
Ash Hunter, Employment & Training Coordinator—ash.hunter@ourhouseshelter.org
Lauren Lovell, Employment & Training Coordinator —lauran.lovell@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ex. 149
Shelia Newson, Intake & Retention Coordinator—shelia.newson@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ex. 160
Malika Rowan, Employment & Training Coordinator—malika.rowan@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ex. 166

REENTRY PROGRAM
Rachel Alwis-Lindstrom, Lead Reentry Case Manager—rachel.alwis-lindstrom@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ex. 165
Avionta Ellis, Employment & Training Coordinator—avionta.ellis@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ex. 193

CAFSI PROGRAM (CENTRAL ARKANSAS FAMILY STABILITY INSTITUTE)
Ruthie Hokans, Director of Stability Programs—ruthie@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 136
Paige Krueger, CAFSI Case Manager—paige.krueger@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 168
Tiffany Bowen, CAFSI Case Manager—tiffany.bowen@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 118
Rachel Nichols, CAFSI Case Manager—rachel.nichols@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 731
Yolanda Bell, CAFSI Case Manager—yolanda.bell@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 131
Hope Johnson, CAFSI Case Manager—hope.johnson@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 174
Jennifer McClane, CAFSI Program Support Specialist—jennifer.mcclane@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 134

HOUSING STABILITY PROGRAM
Nalley Smith, Housing Stability Manager—nalley.smith@ourhouseshelter.org

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
Jessica Burnham, Mental Health Manager—jessica.burnham@ourhouseshelter.org | 501-374-7383 ext. 169

HOUSING PROGRAM
Michelle Barnes—michelle.barnes@ourhouseshelter.org
Gregory Hays—gregory.hays@ourhouseshelter.org
Euphase King—euphase.king@ourhouseshelter.org

OTHER OUR HOUSE RESOURCES
- To find out about bed availability—Contact the Shelter | 501-374-7383 ex. 221
- To make a Career Center appointment— 501-291-0584 | ourhouseshelter.org/hotline
- To make an ARcare Healthcare appointment—Contact Jessica Burnham | 501-374-7383 ex.169
- To learn about Little Learners Child Development Center—Contact Natalie Baber | 501-374-7383 ext. 208
- To learn about Our Club Youth Program—Contact Desirae McBride | 501-374-7383 ext. 289
- To learn about Community Service—Contact Reentry | 501-374-7383 ex.165
- To learn about other Community Resources—ourhouseshelter.org/resources